We report an experimental study of discrete gap solitons in binary arrays of optical waveguides. We observe self-focusing indicating soliton generation when the inclination angle of an input beam is slightly above the Bragg angle and show that the propagation direction of the emerging gap soliton is inf luenced by the effect of interband momentum exchange.
Nonlinear periodic photonic structures such as arrays of optical waveguides have attracted a lot of interest because of the unique ways they offer for controlling light. Periodic modulation of the refractive index breaks the translational invariance and produces an effective discreteness in a continuous system, opening up many novel possibilities for manipulating light propagation, including light localization in the form of discrete optical solitons. 1, 2 Recently it was suggested that a novel type of discrete optical soliton, the so-called discrete gap soliton, can be generated in a binary waveguide array by a single inclined beam 3 or two input beams. 4 Binary arrays of optical waveguides are specially engineered photonic structures consisting of periodically alternating wide and narrow waveguides [see the example in Fig. 1(a) ]. Discrete gap solitons in such structures can be considered as a nontrivial generalization of the spatial gap solitons that were recently observed in waveguide arrays 5 and optically induced photonic lattices. 6 Gap solitons in binary arrays are associated with fundamental modes that are strongly confined in narrow waveguides, whereas in the conventional arrays gap solitons are based on radiation or higher-order bound modes. In this Letter we report on the experimental observation of discrete gap solitons in binary arrays of optical waveguides and demonstrate the effect of interband momentum exchange on the soliton steering.
We investigate spatial beam self-action and soliton formation in etched arrays of 5-mm-long AlGaAs waveguides with an effective refractive-index contrast 0.0035. 2 The binary arrays are made from wide (4-mm) and narrow (2.5-mm) waveguides with 4-mm edge-to-edge spacing, and accordingly the full period is d 14.5 mm, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a) . The beam propagation in this structure can be described by a normalized nonlinear Schrödinger equation, i≠E͞≠z 1 D≠ 2 E͞≠x 2 1 v͑x͒E 1 jEj 2 E 0, where E͑x, z͒ is the normalized envelope of the electric field; x and z are the transverse and the propagation coordinates normalized to the characteristic values x s 1 mm and z s 1 mm, respectively; D z s l͑͞4pn 0 x s 2 ͒ is the beam diffraction coeff icient; n 0 3.3947 is the average medium refractive index; l 1.5 mm is the vacuum wavelength; v͑x͒ 2Dn͑x͒pn 0 ͞l; and Dn͑x͒ is the effective modulation of the optical refractive index.
In waveguide arrays the wave spectrum has a bandgap structure with gaps separating bands of the continuous spectrum associated with the spatially extended Bloch waves, E k, n ͑x, z͒ c k, n ͑x͒exp͑ikx 1 ibz͒, where propagation constant b is proportional to the longitudinal wave-vector component and n is the band number. In Fig. 1(b) , we plot the Bloch-wave dispersion curves and mark two types of spectrum gap that are due to total internal ref lection and Bragg scattering. For a self-focusing nonlinearity, discrete gap solitons appear near the upper edge of the second band 4 and are localized at the narrow waveguides, as shown in Fig. 1(d) . Here, we investigate gap-soliton generation by a single Gaussian beam. 3 In our numerical simulations the input prof ile is specified as E͑z 0͒ E 0 exp͓22 ln͑2͒x 2 ͑͞x f 2 ͒ 1 i͑a͞a B ͒px͞d͔, where E 0 is the normalized peak amplitude, x f is the FWHM, and a is the beam inclination relative to Bragg angle a B . An input beam prof ile can be represented as a Fourier integral of plane waves with transverse wave numbers k. In periodic lattices there exists a set of eigenmodes in the form of Bloch waves belonging to different bands but having the same wave number k. Accordingly, inside a waveguide array each Fourier component of the input beam excites a superposition of Bloch waves with matching wave number k. The amplitudes of the excited Bloch waves are proportional to the coefficients
where n is the number of the band (see details in Ref. 7 ). In Fig. 1(c) we plot the absolute values of the excitation coefficients.
When the input beam is inclined slightly above the Bragg angle, and additionally the beam width is larger than the lattice period (x f . d), its spectrum falls inside a section of the Brillouin zone where the excitation of the second band becomes dominant since jC 2 ͑k͒j . jC 1 ͑k͒j [see Fig. 1(c) ]. This allows the formation of a gap soliton associated with the second-band components, the propagation direction of which follows the inclination of the input beam. Bloch waves are simultaneously excited in the first band; however, they propagate in the opposite direction and naturally tend to separate from the forming gap soliton. We note that all Bloch-wave components may become trapped together into a multiband breather if a normally incident narrow beam is used. In experiments, first we studied the linear beam propagation (see Ref. 2 for a description of the experimental setup). The dependence of the output f ield distribution on the input angle is shown in Fig. 2 . We note that, in a binary waveguide array, the Bloch waves corresponding to the f irst and second bands can be easily distinguished, since they are primarily localized on the wide and narrow waveguides, respectively. The band 2 excitation becomes dominant above the Bragg angle, in agreement with the theoretical predictions (higher bands are excited as the angle is further increased toward 2a B ).
Next we analyze the nonlinear self-action of beams with inclination angles below and above the Bragg angle, as marked in Fig. 2 . In the former case the Bloch waves associated with the bottom of band 1 and experiencing anomalous diffraction are primarily excited. This results in beam self-defocusing as nonlinearity grows. 9 Indeed, we observed broadening of the output beam with an increase in laser power [see Fig. 3(a) ]. At even higher powers, self-focusing of the band 2 components becomes visible.
Strong self-focusing of the band 2 components that are localized at narrow waveguides, indicating formation of a gap soliton, is observed when the input beam inclination angle is above the Bragg angle [see Fig. 3(b) ], whereas band 1 Bloch waves are much weaker compared with the previous case [ Fig. 3(a) ]. Additionally, the output position of the band 2 beam fraction depends on the input power. Numerical results for beam propagation (Fig. 4,  top) represent the key features observed in the experiment. Intensity I 0 is in gigawatts per square centimeter, assuming the value of effective nonlinear susceptibility n 2 2 3 10 24 cm 2 ͞GW. In the linear regime [ Fig. 4(a) , and its motion across the array can become inhibited, similarly to discrete solitons in homogeneous waveguide arrays as a result of a self-induced Peierls-Nabarro potential barrier. 10 In conclusion, we have generated discrete gap solitons in binary waveguide arrays and discussed the effect of the interband momentum exchange on the power-dependent soliton steering.
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